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Android: If you know or suspect that there is an update available for your Android device, but nothing appears when you check the system update in the device settings, here's an alternative method to get the check right now. Normally, you can go to the settings of the system update to check for available updates, but the problem is that operators often have
step-by-step release cycles. Ghacks publishes an alternative method. Go to the settings of the apps (or apps) and choose to show everything. Then find the Google Services Framework and click Clean Data. Then click The Force Stop button. Note that this may not work on the first attempt. Another alternative method we mentioned earlier is to type #checkin
(using numbers on the letter dial). Cleaning up and forcing Google Services Framework to close is easier to remember, but the registration code can be faster. You just read or heard that your phone is due to update, maybe just fixing bugs, or perhaps... Read moreTher method can help you get your bux fix or a larger version of the update faster. Note,
however, that if no updates are available, it won't magically create one for your device. Making an Android device to find an update of Ghacks Most of us are still waiting for android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich on our phones, almost five months after the update was announced. Computerworld's blog summarizes which manufacturers follow through on their
promises and which don't. Computerworld discussed this topic once when Andorid 2.2 Froyo came out, but things have changed a bit since then. Computerworld's current report card looks at tons of Android manufacturers and classes them when they promised their updates to Ice Cream Sandwich, and how well they followed through on those promises.
Surprisingly, many tablet manufacturers like Acer, Archos, and Asus did a great job of updating quickly, while phone manufacturers like HTC, Samsung and Motorola are shrugging off promises or with the aim of upgrading in the second half of the year (with Motorola being the worst and HTC is the best, but still not a good enough winner). Hit the link for a
complete rundown. Google's Android update make news, but if the manufacturer of your phone does nothing with... More Android 4.0 Report Maps: Which Manufacturers Fail? Computerworld Many of you have visited android body Marshmallow and Nouga update trackers to see if and when your phone will receive the latest Android updates. With all the
major Android manufacturers currently updated with at least one device for Android 7.0 or higher, we can finally count the results to see Android OEM updated its phones fastest in 2016.Google dropped Nouga on August 22 and the LG V20 was the first device to arrive running Android 7.0 out of the box. Pixel phones arrived with Android 7.1 at launch, but all
the other phones had to be upgraded to Nougag. So who was the fastest, and who tripped? LG: 78 daysLG took just 78 days to upgrade the LG G5 at Nouga, doing so in South Korea on November 8. Less than two weeks later and the SPRINT LG G5 was also one of the first U.S. carrier devices to receive the Nouga upgrade, arriving November 20. Nougag
arrived at the first Canadian G5, on the Rogers Network, a month later on December 20. LG also handled the Marshmallow update well, taking less than two months to get its first Marshmallow update from the LG G4 Sprint. Based on these two examples, if you want the best combo of OEM and Carrier in 2017, at least where speed upgrades are concerned,
it would be worth your time to consider the LG G6 Sprint. Motorola: 88 daysMotorola in the stock as the interface is never too long to update and kick nougat was no exception. The owners of Verizon Moto and Moto and Force were processed by Nougag on November 18, two days earlier than LG and took just 88 days in total. Canadian Moto th got updated
two days later on November 20. HTC: 95 daysHTC has made some pretty bold announcements about updates in the past, some of which are probably more of a hassle than they are worth. But with the Nougam update, HTC just quietly delivered. Unlocked HTC 10 owners received an update on November 25 and one M9 owners a few days later, on
December 5. HTC received the Nouga update from 95 days after Google released it. Sony: 99 daysSony just managed to scrape in under the 100-day threshold when it received the Nougat update for the Xperia X Performance on November 29. The Xperia X' started getting an update the very next day, and the Xperia X and X Compact received an update
on December 16. Xiaomi: 126 days Last all month later and Xiaomi dropped the Chinese version of miUI 8 ROM for Mi 5 on December 26, 126 days after Google. Xiaomi joined the beta version of Nougat in 2016, indicating that the company is serious about implementing timely and stable updates. OnePlus: 131 daysOnePlus fulfilled its promised obligation
to update the 2016 Nougat within hours by dropping the nougat beta version for the OnePlus 3T on the same day as the stable release began rolling for the OnePlus 3 and OnePlus 3T. This day was December 31, the last of the year and 131 days after Google released Nougat. Both the OnePlus 3 and OnePlus 3T will now share the upgrade cycle.
Samsung: 143 daysSamsung has had a difficult year, and its performance updates are not much better. Taking 143 days to get the final version of the Nouga to the Galaxy S7 and S7 Edge - which happened only a couple of days ago on January 12 - Samsung clearly still has to make sure where the speed update is concerned. Of course, Samsung also has
a portfolio of products much larger than everyone else on this list, but it also has great resources at hand. Huawei: Huawei's side still haven't rolled out finals final Nougat updated any of his devices, but he did launch Mate 9 a couple of months ago with Nougat out of the box. However, this will probably be the last of all OEMs to get an update before the first of
their phones. The first Honor device, Honor 8, is scheduled to update on January 18.The findings look at the listed OEM-manufacturers update response speed, it's pretty clear that if timely updates are important to you, then you should consider LG, Motorola, HTC and Sony first, all of which managed to get their first updates in less than 100 days. Of course,
getting one update is only part of the story. Not all Android fans own the company's flagship phone, so looking at how well each OEM supports its old flagships, mid-Rangers and entry-level devices is also important (we'll do that when more Nougat updates roll out). You carrier will also affect how quickly your phone is updated. The quality of the update is
also crucial - we are all affected by the urgent upgrade work that causes more problems than it solves. So being first doesn't mean much if the garbage update itself. Then there are safety patches and bloatware to consider, and carrier additions and customer support can affect the level of satisfaction where update deadlines are concerned. No one is perfect,
but some are better than others. Stay tuned to our Nougat update tracker for more Of the company you trust most where the updates are concerned? Does speed trump stability? You may have noticed that from time to time your Android smartphone encourages you to download and install a new version of your firmware. Maybe the first time this happened
you thought you were getting an update to the latest version of Android, or maybe some neat new features were added. But in the end it turned out to be a boring Android security update! While Android security updates are really boring, they are very important. Let's take a look at these security patches, and Android security in general, to see what all the fuss
is about! What are Android security updates? It is often said that making mistakes is a person, and although, as Alexander Pope says, forgive divinely, you will find that computers and hackers are not very forgiving! Whenever a software is written it inherently contains bugs, or bugs, as developers like to call them. Trying to reduce these errors is one of the
key goals of software engineers. First, trying to catch bugs at a time when the software is written. Second, by correcting the bugs as soon as they have been found. There are two types of errors. First, the errors that make the software misbehave. Say enter 001.300 and 02.7000 into the calculator app, and this gives you a 2.51 answer. Obviously something is
wrong, maybe these extra zeros caused the software to behave unexpectedly? Once the problem was found the software be fixed and the update sent out to users. These errors are usually a nuisance, and if serious enough can affect the sales/brand reputation, etc., but they are usually not dangerous (but more about it at the moment). The second category
of errors is an error that affects the security of the software and the installed device. Thus, as a simple example, the app can request a username and password. The error can exist where if the user enters the correct name but leaves the password blank, the user is given access. It may sound silly, but it actually happened. Now there is an error that allows
unauthorized access to private data. Most security bugs are much more complex and nuanced than this. But, in fact, an error in the program allows a third party to gain access that they should not have. Once these bugs are found, they need to be fixed quickly and deployed quickly to protect users. Sometimes first-category errors, unexpected behavior
errors, can be manipulated in such a way that they become errors in the second category. Thus, the Android security update is a cumulative group of bug fixes that can be sent by air to Android devices to fix security bugs. Why are security patches important? Once you've installed a new security patch on your device, you'll see absolutely no difference in its
functionality! It seems that nothing has been achieved. But this is, of course, the nature of fixing security errors. You don't notice them because they patch holes, often very small holes, in the safety of the device. For example, there may be a vulnerability where if you receive an SMS message in mixed Korean and Russian characters that is exactly 160
characters, then smart text creation in a message can cause an error that in turn can be used to open a hole in the protection of your device. I don't get many messages like that, so if the bug was found and fixed I would have no one the wiser. But here's the thing: when hackers learn about these esoteric bugs, they create special messages and send them to
target people in order to gain access to their devices. Those who are targeted are vulnerable to the machinations of these cybercriminals. At the end you see a strange SMS message, frown a little and delete it. But you don't know that your phone has been compromised. Once you've installed a new security patch on your device, you'll see absolutely no
difference in its functionality! Thus, security patches are important because they protect your phone from all hackers who want to access your device. Imagine all the data that is on your phone. Forget whatApps photos and messages. What about banking? Amazon shopping? Ebay? Google Pay? There is a long list of things that will be of interest to the
hacker. Which phones receive security updates? Theoretically, everything Smartphones should receive about two years of security updates. However, the reality is often very different. How it should work this way: Google fixes an Android security bug. Google places these changes on AOSP and/or notifies its partners (each OEM that has a certified Android
device from Google). Google actually does this on a monthly basis. Smartphone manufacturers then incorporate these fixes into their firmware and, if necessary, give a copy to the carriers. Carriers then approve the fixes and finally the release is sent to the devices by air. This works very well on Google phones like the Pixel range. It also works well on
Android One devices, which are mostly supported by Google. It also works well for big brands. For example, the Samsung Galaxy Note 8 was launched in August 2017. I have one and can confirm that it has received regular (almost monthly updates). In fact, it has also been updated to Android 9.0 Pie.But for some medium-sized brands, updates can be
more sporadic, whereas for smaller brands they often don't exist! Lack of security updates can be a real problem. It seems that some smartphone manufacturers have to sell it and forget its mentality. This means that there are millions of current (less than 2 years) Android phones in the hands of consumers who don't get any security updates, causing them to
potentially be exposed to all sorts of attacks. On the other hand, Google knows it's a problem and wants to fix it! Android Security is a best practiceregardless on how often the device gets security patches, it's worth noting the following best Android security practices: Don't click on links in email, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, or SMS unless you're sure of
the source of the link and where it will get you. Make sure you keep your apps up to date, including Chrome and other Google apps. Use unique passwords: Don't use the same password in multiple accounts. It's like using the same key to multiple homes: it increases the risk to your security. If this sounds like too much hassle, then use a password manager.
Protect your accounts with 2-step Verification: Even if your username and password are stolen with a 2-step check with the help of intruder protection. Check Google's security: It's easy to do (g.co/securitycheckup) and analyzes the security status of your Google account. What about zero-day vulnerabilities and zero-day exploits? There is one aspect of
Android security that is not covered by monthly security updates. A zero-day vulnerability. These are mistakes that Google doesn't know about, but someone does. They bugs that Google has zero days to try to fix. What happens here is that so-called security research companies, or cyber criminals, try to find bugs in Android and then once discovered that
they don't tell anyone. They become a secret secret that can be used for nefarious means. Since this arsenal is secret and difficult to acquire, these zero-day vulnerabilities are highly valued. They get used to one of two ways. They are either sold to organizations with a lot of money as a national state security force, or they are used directly by cybercriminals
in a massive attack to try to trick people into money. In any case, they can be deadly, literally, as we saw recently with the death of Jamal Khashoggi. Once these zero-day vulnerabilities start to be used publicly (in the wild), it is often not long before google is able to isolate the problem and issue a patch. Again, emphasizing the need to keep your phone up to
date with monthly security patches. Wrap-upSecurity, as backups, can be boring. The problem with backups is that most people don't think about them until they've lost all their data. Similarly, most people don't think about security until their email account has been hacked, or fraudulent accusations have been made through their online banking. There will
always be an element of risk, but Android security updates provide a way to reduce this risk as well as improve the stability and reliability of your device. Bottom line, whenever your phone says it has an update, install it. This is.
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